Analysis of Radial and TrunkFeeder Transit System
Configurations in Downtown Charlottesville
1. Introduction
During the stakeholder input sessions of Charlottesville Area Transit’s (CAT) Transit
Development Plan (TDP), several City representatives expressed interest in the restructuring of
downtown‐area transit service into a “trunk and feeder” system, rather than the radial system
that is currently in place. This white paper presents the merits and challenges of a “trunk and
feeder” system and weighs them against the current radial service configuration.
In order to consider a new service structure, it is best to first understand the parameters in
which the existing service must operate. CAT currently operates 12 of its 13 routes from the
Downtown Transit Station (DTS) located at 615 East Water Street in downtown Charlottesville.
The station features a linear configuration with a single elongated pull‐out bay capable of
holding as many as six buses at any given time (see Figure 1‐1). Since the station is linear with
Water Street still open to general traffic, all service must approach the DTS in the westbound
direction. Adding to the circulation challenges are the Downtown Pedestrian Mall to the north
and CSX railroad tracks to the south. Both significantly limit the vehicular access points to
Water Street (see Figure 1‐2). As such, all buses operating to or from the DTS must circulate
around the perimeter of downtown via a loop bounded by 10th Street NE to the east and Ridge
Street‐McIntyre Road to the west. The only exception to this is the Free Trolley which is routed
to cross the pedestrian mall at 2nd Street NW on its inbound approach to the DTS.
Figure 1‐1
Aerial View of the Downtown Transit Station

Figure 1‐2
Downtown Charlottesville Road Network

map and aerial photography courtesy of Microsoft Corporation
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2. Current Radial Service Structure
As described in Section 1, the current CAT system is radial, meaning that all routes (with the
exception of Route 5 in Albemarle County) “radiate” from a central point, in this case the DTS.
Radial systems are also referred to as “hub and spoke” as the routes resemble the spokes of a
wheel with the transit center representing the hub. Radial transit systems are typical
throughout the United States in systems that offer lower frequency service as they provide
maximum connection opportunities with minimal operating costs. While the number of
transfers required to complete a trip are minimized using this strategy, trips may also require
out‐of‐direction travel as seen in the Origin 1 trip in Figure 2‐1. However, in some cases the
out‐of‐direction travel would be negligible as shown in the Origin 2 trip.
Figure 2‐1
Examples of Transfers on a Radial Route Network

Something unique to Charlottesville is its investment in Route 7 and the Free Trolley. Both
routes operate between the DTS and the University of Virginia (UVA) via West Main Street.
During daytime hours on weekdays and Saturdays, both of these routes operate at 15‐minute
frequency, providing eight buses per hour in each direction along their shared alignments or
virtually 7.5‐minute frequency. This high level of frequency has in essence created a transit
spine between DTS and UVA to complement the remaining routes that operate at 60 and 30‐
minute frequencies. Connections between the Free Trolley, Route 7 and the rest of the system
typically occur at the DTS. However, additional opportunities also occur along Market Street
and West Main Street at points where the routes intersect (see Figure 2‐2).
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Figure 2‐2
Existing Downtown Charlottesville Routing

Charlottesville Area Transit
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3. Feasibility Assessment of Trunk and Feeder Service Structure
CAT’s current route structure was evaluated to identify the feasibility and practicality of
decentralizing transfers from the DTS and instead, providing on‐street connections where
routes intersect with the Free Trolley and Route 7. Many larger cities in the United States use
this type of system as their road networks are designed on a grid. These larger cities also
feature much higher densities and thus, are able to support a higher level of transit frequency.
This is important as trips that can be accommodated with one transfer on a radial system may
require two or more connections on a trunk and feeder system (see Figure 3‐1). If routes on
both the trunk and feeder portions of the network are infrequent, the passenger risks waiting
at each transfer point for an extended period of time. Likewise, a lack of amenities (shelter,
benches, etc.) at each of the transfer points further compounds this inconvenience. Finally, one
additional challenge with on‐street transfers is the bus stop placement in relationship to the
intersection itself. In the radial network, routes share a common stop at the DTS. However in a
grid network, passengers must navigate the intersection to access the stop associated with
their connecting bus. This could be problematic for heavy volume intersections with multiple
lanes and signal cycles, particularly for the elderly and parents with small children in tow.
Figure3‐1
Example of Transfers on a Trunk and Feeder Route Network
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A trunk and feeder configuration was defined for the current CAT service to determine
potential advantages and disadvantages. Routes were paired based on cycle times, frequencies
and general direction of areas served. One of the primary objectives was to determine if travel
time savings garnered from eliminating the downtown loop circulation could create a
significant savings in running time, thus allowing service to operate more frequently. Figure 3‐2
depicts the resulting CAT route network in a potential reconfigured trunk and feeder system.
The transit network reflected in Figure 3‐2 reconfigures routes and creates new transfer
opportunities to CAT’s “trunk” service (Route 7 and the Free Trolley) at the following locations:




Transfer Point 1 – at West Main Street & 10th Street
Transfer Point 2 – at West Main Street & Ridge Street‐McIntyre Road
Transfer Point 3 – at Market Street and 9th Street

Transfer Point 1 is served by Routes 4, 6 and 9, as well as Route 7 and the Free Trolley. Route 9
is turned back at this location, and would no longer serve downtown.
Transfer Point 2 is served by Routes 2A, 2B, 3, 4, 6 and 8, as well as Route 7 and the Free
Trolley. Routes 2A, 2B, 4 and 8 are truncated at this location and would no longer serve the
Downtown Transit Station.
Transfer Point 3 is served by Routes 1A, 1B, 2A, 3, 6 and 10, as well as Route 7 and the Free
Trolley. Routes 1A, 1B and 10 are truncated at this location and would no longer serve the
Downtown Transit Station.
Routes 3, 6, 7 and the Free Trolley would remain at their current DTS terminus as all four routes
need a means of turning around and do not have another route with similar frequency and/or
complementary cycle time to be paired with.
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Figure 3‐2
Potential Trunk and Feeder Downtown Charlottesville Routing
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Impacts associated with the above‐noted trunk and feeder service scenario are as follows:
Downtown Transit Station/Water Street Bus Volumes
The above route configuration reduces bus activity at the DTS and on Water Street. Routes 1A,
1B, 2A, 2B, 4, 8, 9 and 10 would no longer operate on Water Street. This reduces bus activity
on Water Street by 10 buses per hour (the current peak hour CAT bus volume on Water Street
is 22 buses per hour).
Route‐to‐Route Transfers
Elimination of the above‐noted routes at the DTS will result in some passengers requiring a 3‐
bus ride to complete their trip, thus increasing their overall transit travel time. For example, a
passenger that begins a trip on Route 9 that is destined to the Food Lion at Willoughby Square
shopping center must now transfer to Route 7 or the Free Trolley at West Main Street & 10th
Street, and then make a second transfer to Route 2B at Market Street and 9th Street. Since
Routes 9 and 2B both operate at 60‐minute frequencies, there is the potential for a long wait
time when making the second transfer. A passenger can currently complete this trip by making
just one transfer at the DTS with no wait. Likewise, the same process would hold true for the
return trip.
Route Mileage and Potential Service Frequency Improvements
A trunk and feeder service scenario does shorten route mileage for the truncated routes.







Route 9 mileage is reduced by 43%. This would allow for service frequencies to be
improved from 60‐minutes to 35‐minutes.
Routes 2A and 2B mileages are reduced by 9%. This would allow for service frequencies
to be improved on both routes from 60‐minutes to 55‐minutes.
Routes 4 and 8 mileages are reduced by 8%. This would allow for service frequencies on
Routes 4 and 8 to be improved from 30 to 25‐minutes during weekday peak hours and
from 60 to 55‐minutes during weekday off‐peak and Saturday hours.
Routes 1A and 1B mileages are reduced by 23%. This would allow for service
frequencies on both routes to be improved from the current 60 to 45‐minutes.
Route 10 mileage is reduced by 12%. This would allow for service frequencies to be
improved from 60 to 50‐minutes.

However, 25, 35, 45, 50 and 55‐minute frequencies do not lend themselves for customers’ ease
of use. Irregular frequencies such as these are extremely difficult to memorize and force the
passenger to carry a timetable to know when each bus will arrive. Coordinated timed transfers
between routes also become unmanageable when irregular, non‐clockface headways are
applied, thus resulting in increased transit travel times for CAT passengers. For example, a
route that operates at 50‐minute frequency will only connect once every five hours to a route
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operating at 60‐minute frequency. Whereas, two routes operating at 60‐minute frequency can
be scheduled to connect each and every hour.
Passenger Amenity Needs at Transfer Locations
A trunk and feeder route configuration, as described above, will also require an investment in
passenger amenities and pedestrian circulation at the intersections of West Main Street & 10th
Street, West Main Street & Ridge Street‐McIntyre Road and Market Street & 9th Street NW.
Passengers will likely need to cross the street to complete transfers. Passengers in these
locations may also be waiting upwards of 45 minutes for their bus to arrive, thus provisions will
need to be made. Area businesses may also become burdened with passengers seeking change
or restroom access.
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4. Conclusion
Based on the analysis completed in the prior sections of this white paper and previous
experience in similarly sized communities, it is recommended that CAT maintain the current
radial route structure. While the savings in travel may generate modest savings in running
times, those savings do not offset the added inconvenience placed on the passenger. The
creation of these inconveniences (i.e., more multiple route transfer trips, non‐clock headways,
fewer scheduled timed transfers, and cross‐street transfers) is likely to have a negative impact
on CAT ridership.
A successful trunk and feeder approach to transit service requires a significant investment that
improves service frequencies on all routes, thus ensuring minimal wait times at the transfer
points (e.g., 10‐15 minute frequencies on all routes). Passenger amenities at transfer locations
will also be needed, and consideration will need to be given to measures that mitigate the
inconvenience of cross‐street transfers.
In the meantime, efforts should be made to minimize the circuitousness of existing CAT routing
in the downtown area that is created by the limited crossings of the downtown pedestrian mall.
Creating a transit‐accessible northbound passage between Water Street and Market Street
would minimize time delays associated with navigating the current downtown loop and create
a more direct travel experience for the passenger.
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